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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, ARTHUR L. WILDER,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
Wethersfield, in the county of Hartford
5 and State of Connecticut, have invented cer

the invention may be otherwise embodied,
or adapted for gears of other types, and
that the drawings are not to be construed
as defining ol' limiting the scope of this in
vention, the claims appended to this specifi 60 ,
tain new and useful Improvements in Gear cation being relied upon for that purpose.
Grinding Machines, of which the following In the drawings:
is a specification.
Figure 1 is a plan view of the complete
This invention relates to gear grinders and machine.
i0 in particular to a grinder provided with Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view taken on 5
two oppositely disposed grinding wheels line 2-2 of Fig. 1.
adapted to engage opposite sides of dif Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view taken
ferent teeth.
at right angles to Fig. 2.
An object of the present invention is to Fig. 4 is a plan view of the parts control
provide a construction of gear grinding ma ling the movements of the wheel mounting
chine enabling a large number of identical sides.
gear's to he rapidly ground in a relatively In the above mentioned drawings, I have
simple for of machine. Another object of shown but one modification of the inven
the invention is to provide a construction
which is now deemed preferable but it
3 providing a wide range of adjustment of tion
is to be understood that changes and nodi
parts to adapt the nachine for widely dif fications may be made within the scope of
feet types and sizes of gears.
the appended claims to adapt the necha
Another object of the invention is to pro nism for other types or sizes of gears with
vide means for constantly rotating the work
departing from the spirit of the inven
tion.
isolating spindle and io provide means to out
80
actuate the abrasive wheels upor, slides so Briefly, my invention in its broadest as
that they will coirectly engage successive pect comprises the following principal
teeth; on the gear blank i? generate involute parts: fist, a base; second, a vertically sup
tooth curves.
ported cota table spindle; third, a master
Another object of the invention is to gear thereon; fourth, means on the spindle 3.
provide special means for guiding the adapted to sport and rotate a work ar
movemenis of the vheels, these means being bor; fifth, a large horizontally disposed
in the firit of slides disposed to move at
mounted upon ways so that it may be
right antries to teach other, one of the slides slide
moved
forward and rearward; sixth, an 90
preferally being 'stine rposed upon the other. other slide
mounted to move upon and at
These sites tire actuated to move the wheels right angles to the first slide; and seventh,
by 'ing: g:l: ; ; it of a master gear on the independently adjustible slides carrying the
work si
with the toothed periphery wheel heads each being provided with a
of ar, khirated opening rhoun'ed in one of rotatable wheel spindle and an abrasive
8 tile sitcs.
95
wheel and driving means therefor.
An
i
hr
object
of
the
invention
is
to
pro
Referring
inore
in
detail
to
the
figures
vide a hiachin' oilerating upon the same of the drawings, I provide a base 10 hav
gift at , inciple drfined in the application ing, approximately in the center thereof,
f H, i. Tanner, Sorial No. 544,176, filed a vertically disposed support 11 rigidly se. 800
cured to the base 10 and providing a bear
With ythese and other obierts in view, my
my ing for a rotatable spindle or shaft 12.
inventii consists in the fe: tires of con This spindle 12 is adapted to be continu
. it lion : ind seration set forth in the fol Olisly rotated by any convenient means such
lowing
specification
and illustrated in the as by the shaft, 3 within the base 10 con
F50 acci ) paying
drawings.
nected to such spindle by bevel gears 14. 05
in the 'companying drawings, annexed The shaft 13 may be rotated by a suitable
hereto and forming a part of this specifi pulley 15 or by any other suitable power
cation, I have shown my invention embodied CarS.
On the upper horizontal surface 18 of
5. in a grinding machine for spur gears but it
will ie understood that, certain fea ures of the base are provided ways, 19 in which

2,5ás ...

may operate s. dovetailed projection 20 ori readily removable so that other master gears
may he substituted
of .
different
types and therefor
sizes are when
to be gears
ground.

a targe slide 2. This side 21 preferably,
rests upon the major, portion of the base
of the machine and provides the support
for all of the wheel mounting means. The
upper surface of slide 21 isogovided with
a suitable guideway in the form of a pro
jection 22 extending at right angles iO the
dovetailed projection 20 on its iower Suf
O face. Supported on guideway 22 is a hori:
zonially disposed slide 23 extending com:
pletely across the machine. Slide 23 as well
as slide 2i are provided with central open
ings through which the spindle Supporting
5 member 11 and the spindie 12 extend. So
that these slides may move about through
limited distances.
On this upper slide 23 are mounted suit
able individual wheel supporting slides 25
2 which may be adjusted longitidially on
slide 23 by suitable screws 26 as show it
Figs. 1 and 2 to position then for operat
ing on geais of different diameters. O.
slides 25 are mounted swiveling wheel

heads 27 which may be ciamped in any
adjusted angular position upon he wheel
sides 25 by the clanping bolts 28 as shown.
The swiveiliig heads 27 are, in turn, pro
vided with motors 30 which may be placed
in driving connection with the wheei spin
dles 31 by means of suitable bets 32. On
the lower strfaces of the swiveling heads
are small ways 34 adapted to periit lin
ited axial adjustment of the wheel heads 27.
85 The swivelling heads 27 together with the
wheels 35 may be moved axially of the
spindles 31 by screws 34° which may
rotated by hand wheels 34. On the spin
diles 31 are the abrasive wheels 35 each
40 adapted to contact with the work upon one
of their plane radial surfaces. .
w
Fastened to opposite sides of the base 1
upon suitable supports 36 provided there
for is an arch 3 extending completely
across the machine. This, in its mid posi
tion, is provided with an adjistable plunger
38 which is directly in alignment with the
vertical rotating spindle 12 previously re
ferred
to. This plunger 38 and the spindle
5 12 are provided respectively with centers
39 and 40 which provide means for suit
ably mounting the work arbor 41 and the
work blank A between them so that the
blank may be rotated in a fixed axis. In
55 this way, rotation of the spindle provides
means to rotate the plank A in accordancs
with the rotation of the work spindle 12
-

and about a fixed axis.

This master gear 45 is adapted to contact
with gear teeth 46 formed on the periphery O
of an elongated elliptical opening provided
in the plate 47 mounted on the upper slide
The form of this tooth riphery is .
generally elliptical but is such that opposite
portions have short, sections having teeth of 5
rack form. These are indicated at 48 and
extend between the points marked “a on
the peri phery of the opening. The ends of
the E. periphery, including all of the
toothed periphery except that of rack form,
comprise segments of internal gears. It
will be seen from this construction that rpta
tion of the vertical spindle 12 and the master
gear
45 thereon will first force the slides 21
and 23 in one direction and then in direc
tions at right angles thereto, and in all other
directions, so that the master gear 45 will
always remain in contact with some portion
of the periphery of its toothed elliptical
opening fortined in the plate 4. Also, as 90
the wheels 35 are mounted on the upper slide
23 they will, partake of the combined move
ments of this as "tell as of the lower slide.
Due to the wheels being mounted on the
lower slide 21, they will be alternately 95
noved into and out of engagement with
teeth on the blank A and, while they are,
retained in contact with the blank, the blank.
will be in effect rolling past them as if it 00
were being rolled upon or along a rack. In
this way, involute toothed curves will be
formed upon the gear blank. . . . . . . . .
During operation the work engaging sur
faces of the wheels; B5 are adjusted by means 05
of the screws 26 and 34° so that they are dis
posed in alignment, with the flank surfaces
of the rack teetil 48 gn he piate 47. One
of the abrasive surfaces is in alignment with
one side of one of these teeth and the other
abrasive surface with the opposite side of Of
another rack tooth. In this way, drie. rota
tive movement of the aaster gear 45 suffi
cient for it to be engaged by all of the teeth .
in the toothed path in plate 47 will cause 5
s

s

the abrasive wheels 35 to contact with op

posite sides of different teeth. Each of the
wheels 35 will be advanced into and with

drawn out of contact- with opposite sides of
teeth on the gear blank A. This action will
take place during a relative rolling move
iment of the master gear 45 and the elongated
internal gear formed by the teeth on plate 47.

20

a
The result of this action therefore will be
Detachably
fastened
to
the
upper
end
of
the
formation of involute curves on the teeth
80 the vertical spindle 12 is a master gear 45,
of the bank contacted with by the wheels. ... 2
this being of exactly the same diameter, It will be seen also that if the toothed pe.
pitch and number of teeth as the gear banks riphery
of the plate 47 has a number 8f.
. A which are to he ground As this matter teeth incommensurate with the number of .
gear 45 naust le chosen with particular r feeth in the master gear 45, and of the blank
erence to file gears being 'ground, it is inade.being ground, then each stiécessive revolu

$54. 5,

tl{}} of the blank A will vary the relative said appc s
Positions of the slides 2} and 23 carrying spindi tie Sheels 35 with each coin plete revolution
9f the blank, in other yords, one complete
cycle of movements of the slides 21 and ::,

due title engage.eit of the naster gear 45

with the entire periphery of the
opening in the plate 47 takes place ty

inaster gear and blank rotate thriti is are
position of the ilank A therefore. will excly
successive cycle of operations, wiil ?itect in
axing of the blank A relative to the wheels
35,
yay no special indexing necha
risisi is required and continuous rotation of
the spindie i2 and parts connected thereto
wili completely grind involute tooth curves
upon each of the teeth in the blank A.
operation, after the blank A has been
mounted in position on the spindle 12 and
the wheel heads 25 adjusted, the rotation of
this biak will cause each of the wheels to
contact there with. Also, during operation
ic effect feeding movements of the blank
relative to the wheels, the wheel heads 25
Jiay be advanced slightly by means of the
that a complete revolution. 'i is , , tar: y :
is:

scre is 84.

-

To retain the slide 23 toward either ex

i:: , *ty if s novement to resiliently hold the
Valternately in contact with the
'k, a detent 50 is provided. This is
i.eiss, shown and resiliently forced for
iy by means of a spring 51. Preferably
the
detent,
50 may be slidably mounted in a
33 projection 52 formed integrally on the slide
21. By these means lateral movement of the
side 23 causes the detent 50 to bear against
opposite sides of a hardened pin 53 thus
callsig fire side 23 to be held in a position
to cause engagement of the wheels 35 with
the gear being ground.
Shai i claim is:
1. A gear grinding inachine comprising in
(combination, 2 base, a work supporting and
rotating spindle inorinted thereon, a master
gear or said spindie, two superposed slides
on said base movable respectively at right
angles to each other, a member on the upper
slide having an internal toothed periphery,
5. an abrasive wheel adjustably mounted on
said upper slide, and means to rotate the
spindle while said gear is retained in engage
iiient, with the teath on said merinber and said
silicies aire actuated to alternately engage and
tage, the wheel with a blank on said
shi; iiie.
2. gear grinding machine corn; iising in
foibination, a base, a work Suppoiting :::
rotating spindle arounted thereon, a master
gcar on said spindle, two superposed slides
on said vase movable respectively at right,
angles to each other, a member on tha is '
ii is having an internal toothed periphei'',
it at Ftion of, wiich has teeth if
ry.

:

... --

3.

inhears to rotate tile
r is retained in en
; : {}}} said member and

iaied to alternately engage
tile the islasier gear engages
teeti. in saici member.
giinii inachine compris.
ing in collabilition, a base, a work support.
iii., 4 n? '?itting spindle thereon, a naster
get r ( ) said spindle, two superposed slides
oil said hase in ovable respectively at right
angles to each other, a member fixed to said
upper slide having an interna) toothed pe
riphery, the nuinher of teeth in said periph 30
ery being incommensurate with the number
of teeth in the master gear and the gear
blanks being operated on, an ahrasive wheel
adji stably mounted on said apper side, and
means to rotate the spindle whereby said
naster gear engages the teeth fi said mem
ber having the toothed seriphery and said
slides are actuated to alternately ngage and
disengage the wheel with successive teeth on 30
said gear blank.
4. A gear grinding machine coal prising
in combination, a base, a work supporting
and rotating spin die mounted in fixed posi
tion thereoi, a laster gear oil said spindle,
two superpost i slides on Said base inovable
respectively at right angles to each other, a
member fixed to said tipper slide having an
internal tooie: pariphery, a portion of
which has teeth of rack form, the number
(if teeth in said periphery being incommen 00
st rate with the number of teeth in the gear
blank being operated on, an abrasive wheel.
adjustably mounted on said upper slide, and
ineans to rotate the spindle whereby said
master gear is retained in engagement with i5
the teeth on said member having the toothed
periphery and said slides are actuated to al
ternately engage and disengage the wheel
with successive teeth on said gear blank
while said master gear engages said teeth of ()
rack for n.
5. A gear grinding machine comprising in
combination, a base, a work supporting and
rotating spindle mounted in fixed position
thereon, a master gear on said spindle, two 15
superposed slides on said base movable re
spectively at right angles to each other, a
men her fixed to said upper slide having an
internal toothed periphery, a portion of 2.
which has teeth of rack form, the number
of teeth in said periphery being incommen
Surate with the lumber of teeth in the geal
biank being operated on, an abrasive wheel
adjustably motified said upper slide and 25
i: ::pted
3 vsk tank upon one

if its it

''};

is retail

3 wheel with a blank on 7 O

faces, and Ileans to

2 whereby said haster gear

gagement with he teeth on

said Eisenter haviing

the toothed periphery
an abrasive wheel adjustably nugu fied on and gaiti sides : 'e &citated to alternately

3,545,

age and disengge he wheei with suic
e teeth on said gear blank while said
siaster gear engages the teeth oi rack form.
6. A gear grinding machine comprising in
combination, a base, 8 vertically disposed
work supporting ind rotating spide there

7. A gear grinding machine comprising

in combination, a base, a work supporting
and rotating spindle thereon, a master gear
on said spindle, two superposed slides on
Said base movable respectively at right an

25

gles to-each other, a member on sai
EP.
to
on, a master gear or sticispindle, tw. Super side having a toothed periphery adapted
osed horizoratsiy movable sides or said engage the teeth of said master gear, oppo 3O

ase movable respecisively at right angles to
each other, a gerater on said upper slide
having an iaieira aothed periphery of
elongated iors adapted to engage the teeth
of said haster gear, oppositei disposed
abrasive wheels on the upper side, and
is means to rotate the spindle whereby a gear
blank on said spindlewis be atteriately en
gaged and disengaged by said wheels ind
the engagement
of the naster gear with
gagen
-- the
toothed periphery of the member on the up

sitely disposed abrasive wheels on the upper

slide,
means to rotate the spindle whereby a
gear blank on said spindle is alternately en

gaged and disengaged by the wheels on sai
upper slide and the engagement of the mas
ter gear with the toothed riphery of the
member on the upper slide actuates said
slides to cause said engagement and disen
gagement, and resilient means acting upon
one of the slides to hold said wheels alter
nately in contact with the blank.
In testimony whereof, I hereto affix my
per slide will situate said slides to cause signature.
the engagement and disengagement of Said

wheels with the gear bisnk.

a

ARTHUR L. WILDER.
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